
Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim: National Bloc for Extrication plan stems from agreeing
on the basic principles of the relationship between components

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim, chairman of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq described the battle of

Fallujah as an Iraqi wedding celebration , with tears of both joy and sorrow, since it is an

Iraqi pride and a pure Iraqi right that is overdue, calling to inspire lessons from the battle

of Fallujah, including the fact that Iraqis should be fighting with ardency and for the flag of

the country and not fighting for the sake of fulfilling a job , pointing out that the Iraqis

are becoming ready to defend their homeland and their cities and honor from Zakho to Faw

through Mosul and Fallujah, since fighting with ardency is the essence of victory and the

source of patriotism, the battle of Fallujah and battles that preceded it demonstrated that

Iraqis once believing in the cause, they will not be defeated or broken, indicating that the

second lesson Abstract of the battle of Fallujah, is that the Iraqis are weak and fractured

when fighting each other, noting that the National Bloc for Extrication plan, stems from

agreeing on the basic principles of hard work and strategic vision of the relationship between

the Iraqi people components in a democratic federal Iraq.

\r\n

This took place in a birth ceremonial of Imam Mahdi \" may God hasten his reappearance \" at

His Eminence\'s office in Baghdad Wednesday, 25/05/2016.

\r\n

His Eminence stated that dispute is the reason that created the fall of Mosul, Saladin and

Ramadi, citing \"because some had the false impression that this is not their battle, and

others were under the impression that occupiers will support them,\" adding that Iraqis have

discovered that their tragedy’s remedy is through their unity, yet this comprehension was

learned after a lot of suffering and pain, and then they liberated Saladin and Ramadi and today

we fighting for the liberation of Fallujah and tomorrow will be Mosul, that lead us to the

third lesson of the lessons of Fallujah Battle that Fallujah is for the Iraqis and not for the

terrorists who create sedition, satanic Fataws black terrorism activities. Fallujah is an Iraqi

bride in a wedding procession presented to Iraq, stressing to oppose who attempt to create

disorder by manipulating words and trying to mislead others by claiming the ownership of

Fallujah or others who attempt to suggest that Fallujah is a viper harming Iraq, praising the

honorable fronts that had proved to the entire world that the Iraqi people are still alive and

will not die, nor will we be defeated as long as we\'re fighting with ardency and under the

flag of Iraq.

\r\n

His Eminence warned that the complex challenges Iraq is facing today is the most serious since



the change in 2003, calling for a rational handling, offering radical solutions not ineffective

solutions in order to move forward with steps that are on the right direction and confident,

noting that these challenges run the risk of reaching dead ends and the political levels should

work on the production of unconventional solutions and ideas to save the situation, for the

immobility around old rules and the work frames has become insufficient to produce real

solutions, stressing to put an end to this serious situation, and as soon as possible, pointing

that the sacrifices and blood shed of our sons defending the country in the battles of honor

and dignity should motivate all the politicians to be at their highest level of patriotism and

cure the wounds and patience in accepting the various opinions, and further the national

cohesion among the Iraqi people, putting the commonweal over personal interests, avoiding

forcing opinions to remaining country contributors, and implementing the Constitution of Iraq

in all behaviors and approaches, with considering the critical security situations and the

ongoing battles against terrorism at the battle of liberation of Fallujah and working on

controlling political disputes by relying on holding meetings of the House of Iraq

Representatives to complete the ministerial reshuffling as soon as possible, to create a

complete political umbrella for our biggest battles and to give a real support to our brave

fighters.

\r\n

His eminence expressed his regrets to see paralysis afflicting the parliament and the

government, the state of anxiety, anticipation and confusion that plague the political powers,

warning of a concentrated unconditional media campaign trying to create chaos and increase

confusion and expand despair in Iraqi society, yet in spite all of this National Bloc for

Extrication project stemmed out, and it is base principles are to reform, reconstruction and

develop, stressing the seriousness of the Supreme Council to adapt quick effective solutions

for the presented crises and difficulties in passing laws that will contribute in overcoming a

lot of chronic crises and working to achieve the majority that would be enough to support a

strong government and eliminate the slow reformation steps and pass strategic and important

laws, noting that the National Bloc for Extrication plan, stems from agreeing on the basic

principles of hard work and strategic vision of the relationship between the Iraqi people

components in a democratic federal Iraq.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-hakim stressed on consulting with partners is the most important pillars of the

political work of National Bloc for Extrication, suggesting a focus on fairness for all

components of Iraqi society through active participation in the political decision-making and

execution and activating the principle of administrative decentralization in the repair and

rebuilding of state’s structures and facilities, per the Constitution and related laws and

resolve the controversial important laws in the parliament in the first stage of the National



Bloc for Extrication project, noting that the principles are flexible to be revision and

development with other politicians who are subsumed within this bloc, warning of the aversion

of the people and history to who indulge to manipulate and underrate the fate of the nation and

the blood of its sons, noting that the Supreme Council is not incapable of providing solutions

and to find mutual grounds of agreement with others, adding, \"but we are committed to the

agreement within the same form, and then the agreement in the national framework, today we must

develop our tools to produce solutions to the crises and challenges that we face and the

formation of the National Bloc for Extrication that represents one of the most important of

these developed tools\" revealing initial contacts with various political powers for this

regard, promising to raise the level of communication and its effectiveness in the few incoming

days, hoping to announce initial principles within a short period, referring to the perception

of Al-Mihrab Martyr Movement to the size of the challenges and difficulties, \"but it is our

duty to work and provide solutions and show our people during these difficult circumstances

that we have provided what we could, according to our available potentials and we did not stood

idly”

\r\n

His Eminence highlighted the first anniversary of the holy fatwa (sufficiency jihad) of the

supreme religious authority Imam Sistani (long live), indicating that this fatwa was to protect

the country from collapsing and save the homeland from predation by the worst and ugliest

bloodiest awry ideology in history, pointing out that the religious authority realized the

seriousness of the challenge in the right time and diagnosed the deep black terror creeping on

us with plans to wipe out an entire nation, pointing out that this terrorism is growing and

growing up in a perverted ideological environment, therefore it was imposed to face it with a

generation of believers able to withstand and then win in the fateful fierce confrontation and

so the sacred Popular Forces was born, reminding that the tide of terrorism two years ago was

at the peak of its abilities and the capacity of the Popular Forces in terms of battlefield

mobilization and defenses were at their early stages of structure, still the battle is very

fierce, but the fight against terrorism stems from a clear state of faith and response to the

religious and patriotic stand, pointing out that terrorism is fighting with a deviant belief

alleging to be closer to God by shedding the blood of thousands of innocent people all over the

lands that it had desecrated, and the worst example of the criminal reality of those criminals

is the crime they committed against unarmed prisoners in the Camp Speicher massacre, which is

an evidence of the brutality and decadence beliefs and ideological deviation, fighting and

carrying out plans based upon a terrorist Takfiri criminal mind, calling to focus more clearly

on the heinous criminals and the possibilities that they have and their diabolical perverted

belief, pointing out that the policy of blood-driven terrorism did not come out from vain, but

was made with consciousness and awareness and extreme Fatwas that are perverted and satanic in

nature, pointing out that history tells us about gangs had used the unexpected method of blood-



driven terrorism to displace people, violate an entire nation and usurp a land as it gangs of

Zionism did in Palestine more than 60 years ago.

\r\n

His eminence was pleased with the fact that all the blood terrorism and brutality are under the

feet of the sacred Popular Forces those volunteered fighters who were able by their sincerity

and faith to stop the flood of this satanic tide, stressing the need for the fight and faith

spirit of Popular Forces as long the battle of Iraq continues against the deviant Takfiri

terrorism.

\r\n

His Eminence indicated that the final exams of the students is a decisive station in their

future, calling for the provision of suitable climates for performing the exams, which holds

families in homes and educational family in the exam halls multiplied responsibilities, wishing

the students all success and luck


